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Senator Hottinger

A   R E S O L U T I O N

Honoring Morgan McCutcheon on being crowned the 2018 Ohio 

Fairs’ Queen.

WHEREAS, The members of the Senate of the 132nd General 
Assembly of Ohio are pleased to extend special recognition to 
Morgan McCutcheon on being chosen as the 2018 Ohio Fairs’ Queen by 
the Ohio Fair Managers Association, Inc.; and

WHEREAS, Known and admired throughout Licking County as a 
lovely and charming individual, Morgan McCutcheon represents other 
young women throughout the state who have established high 
personal goals and have worked diligently to achieve their 
potential. Her selection as the 2018 Ohio Fairs’ Queen is a 
fitting tribute to her for the enthusiasm and initiative that she 
has demonstrated in all her endeavors; and

WHEREAS, A senior at Utica High School and a member of the 
Clover Connections 4-H Club and the Utica FFA Chapter, Morgan 
McCutcheon is richly endowed with keen intelligence and a 
multitude of skills. Enthusiastic and confident in her approach to 
life, she can be justifiably proud of attaining this high honor, 
for her tremendous record of accomplishment serves as an inspiring 
example for other young women to emulate; and

WHEREAS, Morgan McCutcheon’s many strengths and distinctive 
qualities, combined with her engaging personality, will no doubt 
carry her far beyond this event and be of great benefit to her 
throughout her lifetime. Indeed, she has exhibited her potential 
to become one of tomorrow’s leaders; therefore be it

RESOLVED, That we, the members of the Senate of the 132nd 
General Assembly of Ohio, in adopting this Resolution, 
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congratulate Morgan McCutcheon on being crowned the 2018 Ohio 
Fairs’ Queen and, in so doing, salute her as one of Ohio’s finest 
citizens for whom the future holds bright promise; and be it 
further

RESOLVED, That the Clerk of the Senate transmit a duly 
authenticated copy of this Resolution to Morgan McCutcheon.
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